Honor & Memorial Gifts

Tim Johnson in honor of Alice Johnson
Lija Bradican in honor of all children
Anett Rizos in honor of all children whom are in need
Ms Cathy McDermott in honor of all mothers
P J Ketchmark in honor of Angie Ketchmark’s birthday
Leslie Mullis in honor of Anna Lovorne
Mr Kenneth Carson in honor of Anna Marie McCrachens’s 90th birthday
El enita R Cupino in honor of Anne Miranda
Ms Diane E Johnson in honor of B H Johnson
Marie Distefano in honor of Barbara McConnell’s birthday
Ms Jeanette Baker in honor of Bill Baker’s birthday
Anne Gordon in honor of Billy & Pam Gordon
Barbara C Kendzior in honor of Bob Bayko’s birthday
Mrs Robert Fredericks in honor of Bob & Marie Fredericks
Kelly Reif in honor of Bonnie J Smith
Ms Virginia Hess in honor of Carolyn Webb & Barbara Lynch & Sandy Silas
Mr Charles Berger in honor of Christ Jesus
Sandra Staub in honor of Christian Appalachian Project Summer Camp
Douglas H Jones in honor of Cindy & Micheal Cavender
Marquita Holzinger in honor of Clayton Holzinger
Mrs Maria Zacharko in honor of Connecticut
Karen Sims in honor of Dale Becker
Kathryn Styer in honor of Damon Styer, Son
Cheryl R Tyree in honor of Dan & Cheryl Tyree
Mr Joseph Narcizo in honor of David Narcizo
Denise Artache in honor of Denise & Katrina Artache
Ms Beverly Van Engelen in honor of Devora Jane
Blaker Heller
Mr Diana L Bakke in honor of Diana Bakke for Mother’s Day
Mr & Mrs Alan Rommelfanger in honor of Diane & Edward Crean’s 50th anniversary
Julene Greenshields in honor of Don Cullman for Father’s Day
Shirley T Breedlove in honor of Elsa Hofmann
Jud Evans in honor of Elsie Y Evans
Ms Beverly Van Engelen in honor of Esther Blaker
Van Hoose
Mr James Church in honor of Alice as God Directs You
Mr Michael A Cross in honor of everything CAP does in Appalachia
Anne Gordon in honor of Frank & Carl Scuderi
Mr James W Miller in honor of G W Miller USN-Viet-Nam
Mr Guy Adams in honor of Gloria Jordan’s service to CAP
Mr & Mrs Frank J Cullen in honor of God’s gifts to us.
Mr Michael A Patton in honor of Gregory W Long
Kevin A & Donna Beth Thompson in honor of Guy & Beth Adams
Margaret Mach in honor of Harry & Millie Croft’s 50th anniversary
Anita Russell in honor of Harry & Millie Croft’s 50th anniversary
Dona Andersen in honor of Harry & Millie Croft’s 50th anniversary
Mr & Mrs Bruce Mossbrucker in honor of Hazel Weyman McHale
Ms Alice Christopher in honor of her family in Appalachia
Vicki McNeill in honor of her father, Larry Johnson
Patricia Moonen in honor of her mother for mother’s day
Edward Gonzague in honor of himself
Henry F Jones in honor of his daughter, Maggie
Mr Samuel Groves G Elias in honor of his grandfather, Mr. Robert Brooks Groves
Mr Ardice Wilson in honor of his grandparents, Jack & Darlene
Charles Hadad in honor of Illinois
Fleeta Baldwin in honor of Irene Lofgren
Bob Preston in honor of Jagacy Software LLC
Catherine Mack in honor of James & Joanie Maimone’s anniversary
Suzi Harriff in honor of Jane Harriff’s 87th birthday
Ms Mary Gentry in honor of Jessie Staggs
Miss Kristine M Duke in honor of Jesus Christ
Mr Michael Dennis in honor of Jesus Christ
John & Joan McLellan in honor of Joan McLellan
Carl E Beyer in honor of Joanne Beyer
Mrs Robin Fatla in honor of Joel Wissmueller
Joe Ginn in honor of Joey & Carla Ginn & Maddie Nixon
Mr John Maguire in honor of John Maguire
Mr & Mrs Alan Rommelfanger in honor of John & Ione Panzer’s 50th anniversary
Annette Hilliard in honor of John K Hilliard
Ms Barbara Hanselman in honor of Joseph Lieberth
Angela Jones in honor of Josephine Dunaway
Jacquelyn Rogow in honor of Joyce Douglas’s birthday
Richard P Brust in honor of Judith M Brust
Mr Albert J Bechtel in honor of Judy Donalson
Mr George Levander in honor of Julina G Levander
David & Kim Brown in honor of Kate Cox McGuffin
Ken Davis in honor of Ken W Davis Foundation
Janet Bruin in honor of Kentucky
Ms Martha Blood in honor of Kevin Patrick Waters
Nancy Ferguson in honor of Kimberly Ferguson’s birthday
Dr Mark O’Daniel in honor of Lee Eaton
Mr & Mrs Leon Hofer in honor of Leon & Mary Jo Hofer’s 40th anniversary
John L Golden in honor of Leonard & Gene Golden
Chris Flammang in honor of Lucretia Anne Flammang
Patrick Gregorich in honor of Margaret Gregorich for Mother’s day
Mr Tom Francis in honor of Maria Alcini
Mrs Linda R Kilbane in honor of Mark Alan Dunn
Mrs Connie Vacco in honor of Mary Dwyer
Stephen Wilson in honor of Matthew J Steadman’s birthday
Mrs Joannie Neal in honor of Mr & Mrs William G Neal
Peter Colombini in honor of Mr Renato & Francis Colombini
Mr & Mrs Alfred Till in honor of Msgt Harry Mazurkiewicz
60th anniversary
Delores Tobin in honor of my roots, my Tennessee home
Geoffrey Burrill in honor of New Jersey
Lisa Plourde in honor of Nicole Brenner
Terry L Dorkins in honor of North Carolina
Raul R Yones in honor of our Lord & Savior Jesus Christ
Marilyn Meek in honor of our Lord Jesus Christ
Mrs Susan Falcone in honor of Pat Camden
Mrs E S Litchfield in honor of Paul & Barbara Davis 60th anniversary
Mr & Mrs Donald Meyers in honor of Peggy Meyers
Ms Virginia Hess in honor of Peggy Long & Anne Tilbury
Mr Gary Hofmaster in honor of Pennsylvania
Thomas Smith in honor of Pennsylvania
Nancy I Eshelman in honor of Pennsylvania
Jennifer Edwards in honor of Rev. Tim Reynolds
Ms Caroline Wallace in honor of Richard Ganong
Mr Robert Mason in honor of Robert & Lise-Marie Mason
Katherine Drake in honor of Robert M Drake
Mac & Roberta Currin in honor of Robin, Faith, Beverly, & Von
Ms Vicki L Deakins in honor of Ronnie & Bonnie Falk Owski
Cj & Terri Rapps in honor of Ryan & Holly Bills
Barbara Billings in honor of Samuel Rizzo
Ms Louella Smith in honor of Sara McCartney
Tim Johnson in honor of Stan & Corrine Nelson
Mr & Mrs Stanley G Barnickel in honor of Stanley & Joan Barnickel
Mr Stephen Scott in honor of Stephen Scott
Mr Martin M Appert in honor of summer lunch ticket
Alexander Rabcheovsky in honor of Survivors in Joplin
Craig A Fisher in honor of Texas
Mr Frank Giordano in honor of the forgotten poor
Laurie Hays in honor of the loving generous heart of God
Ms Dorthy Tunstall Sterling in honor of the people of Appalachia
Mr Tom & Betty Kerwin in honor of their classmate, Fr Ralph Beiting
Scott & Sharon Gould in honor of Thomas Family
Timothy Bernardin in honor of Timothy F McNally
Tracey Vaughan in honor of Tracey Vaughan
Mrs Virginia Tibodaux in honor of Tracy Wood
Ms Susan Walker in honor of Tyler Walker’s birthday
Louis Requena in honor of US Service Members
Lori Heinz in honor of Velma C Bryan
Donald Hoggard in honor of Virginia
Michael Hoyt in honor of Walter & Monica Terrell
Mrs Leslie C Huston in honor of William Reed Huston
Mr James Pulvermacher in honor of Wisconsin Governor, Scott Walker
Mr Peter March in honor of Savior Jesus Christ
Mrs Rita R Kallas in honor of Yvonne Brickey
Dee Clark in honor of Dee Clark
Mr Charles Berger in honor of Christ Jesus
Terry Beckham in honor of Lois in Kentucky
Carter Tannehill in honor of Carter
Morris D Lay in honor of U. S. Army
Kathy Hartzog in honor of Alabama
John Alulis in honor of Mary

Mrs Adele S. White in memory of David Meddings
Ms Adelene Ratliff in memory of Grace Kraft
Mr Al Suhajda in memory of his Mother
Mr Al Leyer in memory of Dallas Cecil
Ms Alice Christopher in memory of Mccoy & Bessie Thompson, G W & Norma Hoskins
Anastasios Pelekanos in memory of Andreas & Kakoulou Pelekanos
Mr Andrew J Best in memory of Jean Silk
Andrew L Moens in memory of William & Sue Terry his loving parents
Angela Andreoli in memory of Sonny Andreddi & Walter McVety
Anita Glennon in memory of Mary & Zachary Bergmeier
Mrs Ann Marie Roberts in memory of Melvin Langpap
Mrs Ann M Nordin in memory of George Hamp Nordin
Ann Sheadel in memory of John Sheadel
Ms Anna Dilbeck in memory of Pruda & James Hutchinson
Anna E Lindberg in memory of Charles V Lindberg
Mrs Anne O’Neill in memory of Anne Mary O’Neill
Anne Gordon in memory of Frank & Carl Scuderi
Mr Arthur West in memory of Joe Gallagher
Ms B Michaud in memory of Mom & Neice
Ms B Michaud in memory of Billie Smith
Ms Barbara Clemons in memory of Dr Paul H Clemons
Barbara Catanzaro in memory of Richard & Clara Catanzaro
Ms Barbara Allen in memory of Norman & Melva Allen & Brother Gary
Ms Barbara Eichstedt in memory of Michael Cloud
Bernard & Helen Balick in memory of David G Medding
Berniece Merkel in memory of Samuel Rizzo
Beryl Beranek in memory of Ann C Getz
Beth Eaton in memory of Les Edwards Eaton
Betty Stukenholtz in memory of Crystal Sackrider
Betty, Lou Carter in memory of her son, Nicholas
Ms Beverly Van Engelen in memory of Geneva Vista Blaker
Ms Beverly Van Engelen in memory of Kenneth Blaker
Beverly Englishman in memory of John Englishman
Bobby J Mayton in memory of Cleve & Emma Mayton
Mrs Brenda Gross in memory of Betty Jane Cox
Brooke Quigley in memory of Doree Thompson
Mr & Mrs Bruce Mossbrucker in memory of Harold Edwin McHale
Buddy & Joy Edens in memory of Franklin Price McQuage
Mrs C Alvarez in memory of Carlos Alvarez
Mrs C Levasseur in memory of Lala Stamp
C J Carter in memory of Lottie Harris Carter
C Bart Highfield in memory of Carlton L Highfield
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Mrs Adele S. White in memory of David Meddings
Ms Adelene Ratliff in memory of Grace Kraft
Mr Al Suhajda in memory of his Mother
Mr Al Leyer in memory of Dallas Cecil
Ms Alice Christopher in memory of Mccoy & Bessie Thompson, G W & Norma Hoskins
Anastasios Pelekanos in memory of Andreas & Kakoulou Pelekanos
Mr Andrew J Best in memory of Jean Silk
Andrew L Moens in memory of William & Sue Terry his loving parents
Angela Andreoli in memory of Sonny Andreddi & Walter McVety
Anita Glennon in memory of Mary & Zachary Bergmeier
Mrs Ann Marie Roberts in memory of Melvin Langpap
Mrs Ann M Nordin in memory of George Hamp Nordin
Ann Sheadel in memory of John Sheadel
Ms Anna Dilbeck in memory of Pruda & James Hutchinson
Anna E Lindberg in memory of Charles V Lindberg
Mrs Anne O’Neill in memory of Anne Mary O’Neill
Anne Gordon in memory of Frank & Carl Scuderi
Mr Arthur West in memory of Joe Gallagher
Ms B Michaud in memory of Mom & Neice
Ms B Michaud in memory of Billie Smith
Ms Barbara Clemons in memory of Dr Paul H Clemons
Barbara Catanzaro in memory of Richard & Clara Catanzaro
Ms Barbara Allen in memory of Norman & Melva Allen & Brother Gary
Ms Barbara Eichstedt in memory of Michael Cloud
Bernard & Helen Balick in memory of David G Medding
Berniece Merkel in memory of Samuel Rizzo
Beryl Beranek in memory of Ann C Getz
Beth Eaton in memory of Les Edwards Eaton
Betty Stukenholtz in memory of Crystal Sackrider
Betty, Lou Carter in memory of her son, Nicholas
Ms Beverly Van Engelen in memory of Geneva Vista Blaker
Ms Beverly Van Engelen in memory of Kenneth Blaker
Beverly Englishman in memory of John Englishman
Bobby J Mayton in memory of Cleve & Emma Mayton
Mrs Brenda Gross in memory of Betty Jane Cox
Brooke Quigley in memory of Doree Thompson
Mr & Mrs Bruce Mossbrucker in memory of Harold Edwin McHale
Buddy & Joy Edens in memory of Franklin Price McQuage
Mrs C Alvarez in memory of Carlos Alvarez
Mrs C Levasseur in memory of Lala Stamp
C J Carter in memory of Lottie Harris Carter
C Bart Highfield in memory of Carlton L Highfield
Camilla Madson in memory of Doree Thompson
Carl E Beyer in memory of Joanne Beyer
Mrs Carol Taylor in memory of Thomas P Taylor
Carol A Tasso in memory of John & Anna Tasso
Carol Tester in memory of Harold Lewis McLeod
Carol Giorgio in memory of William R Berger
Mrs Carol Todd in memory of Miles J Todd
Carolyn Fiorillo in memory of Thomas A Fiorillo
Carolyn Cradler in memory of Kathryn Sidwell
Mrs Catherine Pucel in memory of Robert W Pucel
Ceceila McCoppin in memory of Agnes McFadden
Mr Charles T Dismer in memory of Rose S Dismer
Mr Charles J Deluca in memory of Charles & Genevieve De Luca
Mr Charles Traina in memory of his mother, Margaret
Ms Charlotte Robinson in memory of Billy Snyder
Ms Christine Nolan in memory of Tom, Ruth & Kim Nolan
Mr Christopher Meyer in memory of Carol E & Andrew C Meyer
Christopher Ball in memory of John Dolly
Cosmo D Schino in memory of Father & Mother
Dale Reed in memory of his aunt Alice Burns
Mr Dan Wynne in memory of Thomas C S Wynne
Dana J Nelson in memory of J R Richardson
Mrs Daniel W Cooley in memory of Edith Cooley Bachtel
Mr Daniel Hill in memory of Harry Schofield
Mr Daniel Siemer in memory of Janice M Siemer
Daniel Doane in memory of Herbert C Leibrand
Darryl L Campbell in memory of Marcia L Campbell
Mr & Mrs David Kerr in memory of Hermon W Kerr
Mr & Mrs David Heavenridge in memory of David Heavenridge
Mr David Miles in memory of Edna H Miles
Mr David Lea in memory of Lora M Lea
Mr David Butler in memory of Ben M Butler
David & Kim Brown in memory of Kate Cox McGuflin
Ms Dawn Slike in memory of her daughter Sherrill Lynn Slike Ashley
Mrs Dazimae R Carmo in memory of Walter L Carmo
Ms Deborah Raines in memory of Paul and Mae Berry
Ms Deborah A Unruh in memory of Andrew James Unruh (1988-2004)
Ms Diana O Wales in memory of Peggy Elkins
Diane Mullis Nance in memory of Ava & Cecil Mullis
Doloras Detroyer in memory of Larry Ousky
Mrs Dolores Lancour in memory of Dorothy M Bemelburg
Dolores Duthie in memory of Anna Dorothy Much
Dominie Diluciano in memory of William A Skolny
Mr Donald A King in memory of Howard Parker
Mr & Mrs Donald Meyers in memory of Sophie Perrok
Ms Doris Bannister in memory of Stephen Paine
Mrs Doris M Thompson in memory of Doris M Thompson
Doris Jean Bolett in memory of Turner & Emily Oney
Mrs Dorothy Stover in memory of Evelyn Bartel
Dorothy A Sawyer in memory of Betty Minter
Ms Dorothy Rawdanowicz in memory of Edward G Scheideler
Ms Dorothy Rawdanowicz in memory of Ellen R Moore
Ms Dorothy Rawdanowicz in memory of Thomas Rawdanowicz
Ms Dotti D O’Connor in memory of Dorothy Bossio
Mr Douglas P Smith in memory of Peggy A Smith
Mr Duncan J Cameron in memory of his mother, Jane Cameron Heller
E White in memory of Vernon and Gertrude Siber
Mr Edward Richardson in memory of Maggie Christeen Richardson
Edward D Lamb in memory of Douglas B Lamb
Eileen Sandlin in memory of her husband, James Sandlin
Eileen Sandlin in memory of her daughter, Mary Lou Sandlin Ricci
Eileen Haun in memory of the deceased members of Haun family
Eilish Hathaway in memory of Bernard & Elizabeth Harvey
Eisel Alberry in memory of Bernard & Lillian Bercome
Elaine Muehlhausen in memory of Dan Muehlhausen
Elaine F Wolford in memory of Christine Ellison
Mrs Eleanor Crystle in memory of Mildred & William Herd
Eleanor & Don Chevit in memory of Eleanor Chevit
Elizabeth Russo in memory of Bernadine C Young
Ellen Gregory in memory of V.S.
Sgt Maj Elmer Stiltner in memory of Ramey Wireman
Elva Stephens in memory of mama & daddy & brother Tony
Emarie Rumbarger in memory of Margaret and Otis Beard
Mrs Ethel C Basham in memory of her husband, Chester H. Basham
Ms Etta Lee Heiman in memory of her parents, Carter & Ella Bing
Eva Blohm in memory of Bill Blohm
Mr Everett W Cunningham in memory of Lillie Wade Cunningham
Everett & Britton in memory of Everett & Joyce Britton
Everett & Britton in memory of Jeffrey Steinmacher
Faith Ralston in memory of Kassadoodle
Mr Fletcher Gouche in memory of Betty J Gouche
Mr Floyd Punch in memory of Harold O Punch
Mr Frank B Osteen in memory of Judy Dacus Hembree
Mr Frank Gillespie in memory of Frank Gillespie
Gail E Redmond in memory of George F Redmond
Mr Gary Elliott in memory of Elva Elliott
Gene Biermann in memory of Wilbert Biermann
George Hall in memory of Margaret R Hall
Mr George Pourakis in memory of Thomas A Fiorillo
Mr George Mullins in memory of Daniel J Mullens
George Laskaris in memory of Patricia Laskaris
Mr George H Moulton in memory of Vivian, Jean, and Ruth Karpinski
Mr George H Moulton in memory of George & Lucille Moulton
George Galati in memory of Ann & Margaret Galati
George & Louise Hawthorne in memory of Lurlene Rushing
Georgia Starr in memory of Henry Tilden Bentley
Gerold & Nellie Hamilton in memory of Gerold Hamilton
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Gerry S Harris in memory of Perry & Dorothy R Staton
Mrs Geraldine W Lambert in memory of Howard L Bowman
Gloria J Spinks in memory of Paul J Spinks
Ms Goldie Patteson in memory of Charles Evans Patteson
Grace E Mason in memory of David G Meddings
Gretchen Natale in memory of Eve Van Dine
Guy and Beth Adams in memory of Brownie & Julie Adams
Mr H D M Sherrerd in memory of Ayako Sherrerd
Hank Vierling in memory of Joan Vierling
Harriet G New in memory of her Father, Wm. R New
Dr Helen Eves in memory of Lucy Briker
Helen L Smith in memory of David
Ms Holly W Worthington in memory of Herbert Leibrand
Mr Homer Metcalf in memory of Roy & Jane Metcalf
Jack Floyd in memory of Jack Floyd
Mr Jack Rosenau in memory of his wife Jean L Rosenau
Jack McCarthy in memory of Giles J McCarthy
Jack & Donna D Martin in memory of Clarice Wills
Jacqueline Matthews in memory of Randall Pickle
Jacqueline Atwood in memory of her parents, Raleigh & Mattie Gerrin
Jacqueline Atwood in memory of her husband & son B Max and Mark Atwood
Jacqueline Atwood in memory of her aunt Virginia Stidham
Jacqueline Atwood in memory of her sister-in-law, Carole Atwood and Mary Shipley
Jacqueline Braun in memory of Genevieve Braun
Mr James Caldwell in memory of Leona Ketchmark
James Lynch in memory of Harold H Lynch
Mr James Brown in memory of Herbert Brown
Mr James Olszewski in memory of William and Stephanie Olszewski
Mr James W Miller in memory of Christina B Miller
Mr James M Glennon in memory of Ingrid Werner & Ehrenfeucht Glennon
Mr James McGlinley in memory of Leo F McGlinley
Mr James McGlinley in memory of Allyn S McGlinley
James & Charlotte M Carothers in memory of George Kees
James & Charlotte M Carothers in memory of Evelyn Dobson
James & Charlotte M Carothers in memory of Paul Nelson Maggard
James R & Valerie Wolfe in memory of Harvey W Durham
Jan Sisk in memory of Leon J & Mildred B Sisk
Miss Janet Mc Cullough & in memory of Rocco Carlucci
Mrs Jean Reese in memory of Robert Bennage
Jean King in memory of David G Meddings
Mrs Jeanette Macdonald in memory of Charles Alan Macdonald
Ms Jeannette M Borgersen in memory of Violet Snow Garrison
Jeff & Barb Heidmous in memory of Maude Heidmous
Mr & Mrs Jeffrey J Fendrick in memory of Anthony Lonzetta & John Fendrick
Mr Jeffrey Mason in memory of David Meddings
Dr Jerry Fraim in memory of Jerry D Fraim
Mr & Mrs Jf Lucky in memory of Crystal Lee Sackrider
Jimmy & Melissa Laws in memory of Gary Tyner
Joan Regan in memory of David G Meddings
Ms Joan Streit in memory of her parents, Morgan & Vera Adams
Mrs Joann L Okey in memory of Michael Okey
Jodi Bennett in memory of Lee Edwards Eaton
Joe Marinelli in memory of Stacy Gardler-Huges
Mr John G Schutz in memory of Our Parents
Mr John J Puhl in memory of his loving son
John Hawk in memory of Hazel M Hawk
Mr John M Black in memory of Clara Black
Mr & Mrs John L Adams in memory of Herbert (Toogie) Leibrand
John Jordan in memory of Maude Heidmous
Mr John B Wynne in memory of Vincent L Diana
John & Dana Munoz in memory of their mother Alma Ruth Chance
Mr Joseph E Dixius in memory of Patrick Shannon Moss
Mr Joseph Cleary in memory of Robert & Helen Riquet
Joseph Papia in memory of Damen and Alisa Papia
Mr Joseph J Jeno in memory of Eloisa Jeno
Joseph F Fiorillo in memory of Thomas A Fiorillo
Judith Bowen in memory of David Meddings
Judy Vesterfelt in memory of Toni Roberts
Judy Rollins in memory of Elsie Sabourin
Julia Murphy-Maxwell in memory of Edward A Murphy
Julia E Pollak in memory of Bill Pollak
Julia & Ed E Jones in memory of Our Parents
Ms Julianne Shoemaker in memory of Glen Hugh Shoemaker
Mr Julius Manning in memory of Mitchell L. Manning
Karen A Lynas in memory of Richard G Gregory
Ms Karen Groeneveld in memory of Donald Groeneveld
Kat Balkwill in memory of Rachel Blanton
Mrs Katherine B Willson in memory of John B. Willson
Kathleen Sullivan in memory of Jerry Sullivan
Mrs Kathleen Needham in memory of Iris G Petry
Mrs Kathryn Merckle in memory of her sister-in-law
Kaye Green in memory of Kenneth R Green
Mr Kenneth Fazekas in memory of Jesus Christ
Mr Kenneth H Batchelor in memory of Rita Sue Batchelor
Mr Kenneth W Starring in memory of his wife, Helen Starring
Mr Kevin Lasser in memory of Mary & John Lasser
Kim Rozanski in memory of Mary J Jumper
Kimberly Brown in memory of Kate Cox McGuffin
Kristen L. Frarey in memory of Brown Lee & Julie Adams
Ms Kristine Grant in memory of Mary L Bengson
Kristine Anthony in memory of Joseph A Anthony
Krystina Wilczynski in memory of Paul Josef Wilczynski
Larry Shover in memory of Doug Lamb
Larry Nimmo in memory of Rachel Joy Scott Memorial
Mr Larry Ponder in memory of Mrs Nina Ponder
Mrs Laurie Torick in memory of Bob Torick & Jim Myers
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Lee and Grossi in memory of Carmine & Antonia Grossi
Leonard Perroots in memory of Candace Kilionski
Lester E Wilson in memory of Mary Catherine Lerch
Mrs Lila Neal in memory of Robert L Byrd
Ms Linda Holman in memory of Albert Luckett
Linda B. Northrup in memory of Heather Mariah Bailleff
Linda Sample in memory of Linda C Sample
Lou Grucza in memory of Helen Grucza and Gertrude Oleksia
Mr Louis Cimaglia in memory of Wm Henry Wilson
Louise B Walton in memory of Clyde N Walton
Louroue Lee in memory of R Rudolph Lee
Lucille Hanson in memory of Ralph E Hanson
Lucius B Dabney in memory of Inez C Dabney
Ms Luise Durr in memory of her father & mother
Mrs Luretta R. Smith in memory of Wilma Bowen
Mrs Lynn Chadwick in memory of her sweet mother, Barbara Piper
M Geyer in memory of Josie Wine Spitz
Mrs Madeleine Williams in memory of John R Williams
Ms Mae Wheeler in memory of Elaine Needham
Marcia & Larry Runyon in memory of Eddie Eaton
Margaret Hengesbaugh in memory of Harold Hengesbaugh
Ms Margaret J Heath in memory of Jimmy A Younger
Ms Margaret P Mahon in memory of her parents & brother
Ms Marge McCune in memory of her son, Rod
Marianne Caldwell in memory of William A Skolny
Ms Marie T Cei in memory of Chief Mark Cei, USAF
Mrs Marie Derkasz in memory of her husband, William & son Stephen
Mrs Marilyn Karras in memory of her mother, Barbara Giroux
Marion D Wilkerson in memory of Troy M Wilkerson
Ms Marion Gross in memory of Thomas A Fiorillo
Mr & Mrs Mark Gibson in memory of Henry & Dissie King
Mark & Eileen Rowe in memory of Patty Toms
Mark & Jan Griffin in memory of Jan Griffin
Mr Marshal Jenkins in memory of Gus Marshall Jenkins
Martha J McAdoo in memory of David Meddings
Ms Martha Correll in memory of Russell Palmore
Martha Vogel in memory of Patty Toms
Mr Marvin Taylor in memory of Charles Anderson
Ms Mary G Turner in memory of William E Gibbons
Mrs Mary D Welchons in memory of Hazel Dodson
Mary Robles in memory of Charles Gardner
Mrs Mary Ellen Lyczak in memory of Edward W Lyczak
Mrs Mary Falcone in memory of Thomas A Fiorillo
Mary M Hutinet in memory of Louis J Hutinet
Mary Kathryn Hogue in memory of Patricia Mills Whitworth
Mrs Mary R Watson in memory of Merrill Cline Reynolds
Mrs Mary R Watson in memory of Janet Elaine Bentley Reynolds
Ms Mary Lou Lamb in memory of Douglas Lamb
Ms Mary Kite in memory of John Beck
Mrs Mary Jane Sims in memory of S Dean Sims

Mary Philippone in memory of Rose, Jack, & Gale Ahem
Mary Louise Weber in memory of Dorothy Helen Patridge Weber
Mrs Maxine Neal in memory of Susan Alice Shepperd
Mrs Maxine Neal in memory of her husband, Norman H. Neal
Mr McFadden Norris in memory of Monzelle Lee Norris
Michael McWatt in memory of the victims who lost their lives in the tornadoes
Michael Geiter in memory of Louise Borrink
Mr Michael J Bourke in memory of Patricia M Bourke
Michael J Matheny in memory of Lee Ferguson
Dr Michael Brown in memory of Mrs. Barbara E. Brown
Michael Pawelczak in memory of Marcella Augustine
Michael R Nash in memory of Herbert C Leibrand
Michael & Angela Fiorillo in memory of Thomas A Fiorillo
Michelle Heatherton in memory of Patricia M Heatherton
Missy & Dan Attridge in memory of Toogie Leibrand
Mitsuki Uda in memory of Mitsuru Uda
Ms Monica Cote in memory of Roger McGinnis
Nan Pack in memory of Bonnie Lou (Broadhead) Lewis
Mrs Nancy B Fletcher in memory of Philip H Fletcher
Nancy H Clark in memory of her husband, Winnie
Ms Nancy Dedrick in memory of Eddie Eaton
Mr & Mrs Neal W Hansen in memory of Ryan Dillen
Mrs Noreen Kuhnert in memory of Eileen McGowan
Norma Hein-Soenksen in memory of All Loved Ones
Mr Norman C. Binsted in memory of Herbert C Leibrand
Pamela Crabb in memory of Nellie Conover
Patricia Mann in memory of Appalachian people
Ms Patricia J Palmieri in memory of Marie & Louis Palmieri
Ms Patricia Ann White in memory of Matthew Manicki
Mr Patrick M M Burney in memory of Beatrice Burgoyne
Patsie A Odell in memory of Jack Ward
Mr Paul Perlberg in memory of Lana Hathaway
Mr Paul H Brigham in memory of Muriel, John, & Richard Brigham
Paul Vitek in memory of Carol Vitek
Paul Devroe in memory of Eric Devroe & Brian Brokaw
Paul Mr R Dion in memory of Lucien J Dion
Paul & Helen Buckholt in memory of David Meddings
Ms Pauline Kobema in memory of Jean S Coraean
Mrs Peter Knapp in memory of Barbara Lynn Knapp
Mr Peter Lobbregt in memory of his wife, Catherine Lobbregt
Mr Peter A Fallato in memory of Florence F Minervino
Peter & Elizabeth Morse in memory of Crystal Lee Sackrider
Peto Barnes in memory of Herbert Toogie Leibrand
Philip Goldsmith in memory of Caroly Terne
Mr R A Havern in memory of Miriam Havern
Mr & Mrs R D Marshall in memory of Robert D Marshall
Mr R E & Deborah Bodkin in memory of Donna M Mason
Mr & Mrs Ramon W Valentin in memory of Elizabeth E Valentin
Randy & Rita Beckham in memory of Sidney Lansdale
Memorial & Honor Gifts

Making tax deductible donations in honor or in memory of your loved one(s) are meaningful ways to support the Christian Appalachian Project, and at the same time, extend condolences, congratulations, or other greetings to family and friends.

Upon receipt of your gift, we will send an acknowledgement to you and to the family/friends you designate. The amount will not be disclosed. With a gift of $25.00 or more, the name of your loved one will be published in the Highlights newsletter and on our web page. Memorial and Honor gifts can be made by completing this reply form listing your wishes.

Mail to:
Christian Appalachian Project, P.O. Box 55911, Lexington, KY 40555

Enclosed is my gift of $______________________________ for the Christian Appalachian Project.
(Amount will not appear in Highlights)

Please charge my credit card ( ) VISA ( ) MasterCard ( )AMEX ( )Discover
Card # ____________________________ Expires ____________________
Signature ______________________________________________________

( ) In Memory of ____________________________________________
or
( ) In Honor of ______________________________________________

From (Your name) _____________________________________________
Your Address __________________________________________________
Your City __________________________ State _____ Zip ____________

Send Card To: Name __________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________________
City __________________________ State _____ Zip ____________